Diamond Certainty bonuses
www.diamondcertainty.com

Secure your future with diamonds
Your opportunity
A convenient and proven way to save and protect your money
Saving for diamonds and jewelry from $ 60 a month or in multiples, that is, 120, 180, 240, 300 .... up to $ 6,000
You can take diamonds or jewels at any time for the money saved
You start to save money whenever you choose
Pause or cancel payments whenever you want
You pay no fees or penalties
Thanks to the Loyalty Bonus, you earn a share in the Company's turnover and thus you gradually increase your passive income
But you get a substantially higher income by being proactive
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Referral Bonus
5% each month
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For each client you gain, you receive 5% of his monthly payment.
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You can explain the project to clients in person or invite them to a presentation.
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Or send them an affiliate link with whatsapp, vibe, e-mail, messenger, text them the links to our online presentations a
nd campaigns, or share these campaigns via social networks.
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Part of the affiliate link and your sharing is your unique code so the system will recognize that these clients are yours.
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Referral Bonus has no limit, it only depends on how many your own clients you are going to have.
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EVERY MONTH
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Loyalty Bonus (LB)
Up to 10 times a month
Under each of your own $ 60 positions, the structure of an additional 60 $ of individual client positions is formed, in a triple principle up to the 5th line.
After ﬁlling all 5 lines, you have $ 600 a month. We do pay you LB monthly to your bank account, even if it has not yet reached 10 times.

Your Loyalty structure is being build by:
your own clients

UP TO

10

clients who have been acquired by clients under you
clients who have been acquired by clients above you
clients from all over the world who are acquired by the company through online campaigns

TIMES
A MONTH

Loyalty Bonus is paid to loyal clients who regularly pay their installments on a monthly basis

How does it work?
The line below you

600$

number of $ 60 positions

LB for every $ 60 position

LB when the line is full

60$

I.

3

0,5$

1,5$

120$

1,200$

II.

9

0,5$

4,5$

180$

1,800$

III.

27

1$

27$

300$

3,000$

IV.

81

1$

81$

600$

6,000$

V.

243

2$

486$

900$

9,000$

Total

$ 5 from every $ 60 position

600 $ LB when all $ 60 are full

Monthly payment

If you save $ 180, you have 3 positions in the system (3 x 60 $) and your maximum monthly Loyalty Bonus is $ 1,800 (3 x $ 600).

Monthly LB

Jewelry Bonus
10% each month
For each of your payments we will credit you 10% extra in the form of

Lorem ipsum

JEWEL BONUS, which you can use at any time when choosing jewelry
and watches.

If you pay monthly, for example: 180$, you get an additional 18$ each
month, which means you have a 198$ monthly.
If you have saved a total of 1,800$, then you have 1,980$ with a
JEWEL BONUS, always 10% more.

BONUS

10%

EVERY MONTH

Holiday Bonus
2,500$
For every (other than the ﬁrst) ﬁlled line under your own 60 $ position you get a contribution for a holiday, that DIC organizes several times a year.

2nd line You are getting

100$

3rd line You are getting

300$

4th line You are getting

600$

5th line You are getting 1,500$
Total when
all 5 lines are full

Each of your $ 60 positions gives you the $ 2,500 potential for your holiday. If you save $ 180, you
have 3 positions in the system (3 x 60 $) and then your Bonus vacation reaches $ 7,500 (3 x 2,500 $).
You can use the Holiday Bonus during the year, even if you do not have all 5 lines full.
For example, the holiday costs $ 1,200, you have $ 1,000 in Bonuses, then you add $ 200, or if you
have $ 1,400 on Bonuses, then you go for free and $ 200 will remain for your another vacation.
You can travel with us several times a year.

UP TO

2,500$

Diamond Bonus
2,000$ to 200,000$
For complete ﬁlling of each of your own $ 60 position up to the 5th line you obtain $ 2,000.
If you save $ 180, you have 3 positions in the system (3 x 60 $) and then your Diamond Bonus is $ 6,000.
If you save a maximum of $ 6,000 ($ 100 x 60), then your Diamond Bonus is up to $ 200,000.

60$

2,000$

120$

4,000$

180$

6,000$

300$

10,000$

600$

20,000$

900$

30,000$

Monthly payment

Diamond Bonus

UP TO

200,000$

Royal Bonus
1,000$ to 363,000$
If a $ 60 position anywhere in your 5-line structure gets a Diamond Bonus, then you are rewarded with a $ 1,000 Royal Bonus.
Each of your $ 60 positions can have a maximum of 363 sixty dollars' positions, then your Royal Bonus is up to $ 363,000 ($ 1,000 x 363).
If you save $ 180, you have 3 positions in the system (3x60 $). Then, the potential of your Royal Bonus is $ 1,089,000.

UP TO
ROYAL

363,000$

Online campaigns
We are investing in online campaigns, bringing new clients from
around the world to the project. We then incorporate them into
the loyalty structures of our existing clients.

Privileged client
Get at least 3 clients and become a Privileged Client. You then
have the preferential right to the new clients from online campaigns
being placed into your Loyalty Structure and Holiday Bonus.

A clientele from all
over the world

Privileged client

Online marketing
campaigns

Why invest in a diamond
is Timeless - over the past 100 years, the price of diamonds has only grown and has never dropped signiﬁcantly as other investments had
is Internationally recognized - buy in Europe, sell anywhere in the world. It works as an international currency
is Indestructible - it can not be broken, can not be scratched, it is not affected by acid, alkali or water
is Unobtrusive - if you do not want, nobody will see it except you. No records or diamond registers are kept
is Concentrated and Mobile - you put huge assets into a very small volume. You can easily move it from place to place
It's Liquid - it's easy and fast to change the diamond for money all over the world
is Beautiful - the view of the hardest stone nature has created is charming

Tradition and passion in diamond jewelry
The best gift for signiﬁcant life events: birth of a child, pop the question, wedding,
wedding anniversary, birthday, big O birthday, graduation, forgiveness, reconcilement.
It is a gift that is not forgotten.
Giving or owning a diamond jewel is a wonderful feeling.
It's not just emotions. There is also a rational reasoning.
Diamond jewelery has retained its value for hundreds of years.
Diamond is the foundation of tradition and is being passed on in families from generation to generation.

REGULAR

INCREASE
IN VALUE

About DIC company
We Are Diamonds
The company was established in 2005 and soon
became a very important international player in the
diamond and jewelry industry. We are a top jewelry
company with its own production of original diamond
jewelry specializing in diamond investment for individual investors around the world. DIC is the shareholder of
Beurs voor Diamanthandel in Antwerp, one of the oldest
diamond exchanges in the world. In 2014, the company
became a member of the DDE Dubai Diamond

Dubai

Exchange. At present DIC has opened showrooms in

Sofie

Prague (CZ), Bratislava (SK) Soﬁa (BG) and Dubai
(UAE).

Praha

Bratislava

Summary

Loyalty Bonus

Referral Bonus

Jewelry Bonus

up to 10 times a month

5% from your client

10% per month

Holiday Bonus

Diamond Bonus

Royal Bonus

up to $ 2,500

up to $ 200,000

up to $ 363,000

Loyalty, Referal, Holiday, Diamond and Royal Bonuses are paid to loyal clients who regularly pay their monthly payments.
For more information about the program visit www.diamondcertainty.com

